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Let X be a separable Banach space and t E R, We prove the existence and an 
asymptotic property of bounded solutions of the differential inclusion 
The orientor field F( ‘,.) satisties Carathtodory-type conditions and a regularity 
condition in terms of the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness /I( .). In the process 
of proving our main theorem we also obtain some new results about measurable 
multifunctions of independent interest. t3 1988 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this note is to prove the existence and establish an 
asymptotic property of bounded solutions of the nonlinear differential 
inclusion 
under the assumption that the linear equation 
i(t) = A(t)x(t) + b(t) 
admits at least one bounded solution for each function 6(.) belonging to a 
Banach function space. Here the variable tranges over R + , while x( . ) is a 
function going from R + into a separable Banach space. Our result extends 
to a multivalued context those of Coppel [3], Massera and Schaffer [9], 
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and Szufla [12]. Also in the process of proving our main theorem, we 
obtain some results about measurable multifunctions, which are of 
independent interest. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let (Q, C, p) be a o-finite m asure space and X a separable Banach 
space. We will be using the following notations: 
P,(,.,(X) = {A c x: nonempty, closed (convex)} 
PH,kC (X) = {A c X: nonempty, w-compact, convex} 
Also if AEON- {@I, by IAJ we will denote the norm of A, i.e., 
IAl=SUPoEA Ilalj, by d( ., A) the distance function from A, i.e., 
44 A)=inf,.. lb-4, and finally b a( ., A) the support function of A, 
i.e., for all x* E X*, 0(x*, A) = sup,,a(x*, a). 
A multifunction F: Sz -+ P/(X) is said to be measurable if: 
(i) o --) d(x, F(o)) is measurable, for all xE X, 
This is equivalent to: 
(ii) there exists a sequence f,,: 52 +X of measurable functions s.t. 
f’W=cl{fnb))..,. 
If in addition (a, C, p) is complete, then (i) and (ii) above are equivalent 
to: 
(iii) Gr F= {(w, x) E Q x X: x E F(W)} E 2 x B(X) (graph measura- 
bility). 
Let Sk= {f(.)~Li(SZ):f(co)~F(w) p -a.e.}. Using this et we can define 
a set valued integral for F( .) as 
s F(o)M~)= R 1 ./‘(~)44u):f(~)~Sf, R 
The single valued integrals ofthe right-hand side are defined in the sense 
of Bochner. This set valued integral isknown in the literature as Aumann’s 
integral. 
We will say that F: Q + P/(X) is integrably bounded if it is measurable 
and IF(.)\ EL:. In [lo, Proposition3.11 (see also [ll]) the author 
proved the following result: 
THEOREM 2.1 [lo]. If F: Sz + P&X) . 1s integrahly bounded then Sk is 
nonempty, convex, and w-compact in L:(Q). 
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Remark. An immediate consequence of this theorem is that 
s F(w) 44w) E p,./Jn n
Also for a converse see [ 11, Theorem 4.41. 
Let Y, 2 be topological spaces and let F: Y+ 2z - {a>. We say that 
F(. ) is U.S.C. iffor all VE 2 open, F + ( V) = { y E Y: F(y) G V} is open in Y. 
3. BOUNDED SOLUTIONS 
In this ection we prove our main theorem concerning the existence and 
asymptotic behavior of bounded solutions of the differential inc usion 
i(t) E A(t)x(t) + F(t, x(t)) (1) 
provided that for every b( .) E L!JR+) the afline equation 
i(t) = A(t)x(t) + b(t) (2) 
admits a bounded solution. But first we need to prove some auxiliary 
results about measurable multifunctions. 
So assume that (52, .Z, CL) is a complete, a-finite m asure space and X a 
separable Banach space. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. rf F: 52 --+ Pn,,J X) is measurable, Sk # @, f( . ) E Lk (52) 
andfor all A E C we have JA f(o) d,u(w) E cl JA F(w) &(w) then f( .) E Sk. 
Proof: From Lemma III-32 of Castaing and Valadier [2], we know 
that there exists a countable set (x,*},,~, which is dense in X* for the 
Mackey topology m(X*, X). Thus for all n 2 1 and all A EC we have that 
* (x,*, f(o)) G 4x,*, F(w)) ,u-a.e. 
the exceptional ,u-null set being independent of n > 1. But from Theorem 2.1 
of Caste and Pallu de la Barr&e [4], we know that for all UESZ, 
a( ., F(o)) is m(X*, X)-continuous. Hence a simple density argument tells 
us that for all x* E X*, o ED-N, ,u(N) = 0 we have 
(x*, f(o)) < 0(x*, Fm)). 
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Since F( .) is closed and convex, we conclude that j(o) E F(w) 
p-a.e. * f( . ) E Sk. Q.E.D. 
Now in addition to the previous hypotheses on (Sz, Z‘, cl) and X, assume 
that I*( .) is nonatomic. Then we have: 
PROPOSITION 3.2 If F: Sz + 2’ - @ is graph measurable and Sk # (21 then 
cl fn F(w) dp(o) = cl fn cOnv F(o) dp(w). 
ProoJ First we will show that cl ln F(o) dp(o) is convex. Let 
x,, x2 E cl fn F(o) dp(w). Then given E > 0, there xist fI(. ), fi( .) E Sk s.t. 
and 
Consider the vector valued measure r: C + Xx X defined by 





Since p( .) is nonatomic, Corollary 1 of Kluvanek and Knowles [7, 
p. 98-J tells us that the norm closure of the range of r( .) is convex. Note 
that r(D) = (0,O) and r(Q) = (Jnf,(a) dF(o), jnfi(w) dp(o)). Hence for 
all i E (0, 1) there xist A E C s.t. 
Ilr(A) - WQ)ll <s/4 and l\r(n-A)-(1 -%)r(G)\l <e/4 
A h(w) 44~) - 1. s, f,(w) d11(4~! < s/4 
and 




This proves that cl ln F(o) dp(o) is convex. 
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Next for all x* E X* we have 
=O(x*,j~~+O(x*,cl j*zW). 
Since the above equality is true for all x* E X* and cl Jn F(o) C+(O) is 
convex, we conclude that 
cl ja F(0) &z(w) = cl ja cOnv F(w) d/L(o). Q.E.D. 
Next let 5?(X) denote the Banach space of a bounded linear operator 
from X into itself and assume that t -+ A(t) belongs in Li!,,([w + , Z(X)). Let 
X0 denote the set of all points of X which are values for t = 0 of bounded 
solutions ofthe linear differential equation i(t) = A(l)z(t). Suppose that X0 
is closed and has a closed complement, i.e., there xists a closed subspace 
X, of X s.t. X is the direct sum of X0 and Xi. Let P be the projection fX 
onto X0 and let @: R, +2(X) be the solution of the equation 
0(t) =A(t)@(t) with initial condition a(O)= I. From Theorem 31.A of 
Massera and Shaffer [9] we know that Q(t) is invertible for all t E R + . 
Then for any ~EIW,, we define U(t, .) E L,‘,,(R, 2(X)) by 
U( t, s) = 
{ 
Q(t) PW’ (s) for O<s<t 
-@(t)(Z- P) C’ (s) for s > t. 
Assume that for all (t, s) E R + x R + , (( U(t, s)l[ < M. Also by p(. ) we will 
denote the Hausdorff measure of noncompactness, i.e., for A c X nonempty 
and bounded we have 
b(A) = inf{ r> 0: A can be covered by a finite number of balls 
of radii <‘r>. 
By a solution of (1) we understand an absolutely continuous function 
x: R + + X satisfying (1) a.e. Also by X, we will denote the Banach space X 
with the weak topology. Then we have the following theorem concerning 
bounded solutions of (1). 
THEOREM 3.1. If F: R + x X-+ P/,(X) is a multifunction, 
( 1) F( .,. )is measurable, 
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(2) x -+ F( t, x) is U.S.C. from X into X, for all t E R, , while for all 
XEX, F(t, x)gG(t) f or all t E R, - N, I(N) = 0, where G: T -+ P,,&X) is 
integrably bounded, 
(3) for all B c X nonempty and bounded we have 
B(F(t, B)) G 4t)B(B) a.e., 
where Q.)EL’(IW+) and M.llk(.)Ilr<l, 
then for every x,, E X0 with sufficiently small norm, (1) admits a bounded 
solution x( .) s.t. Px(0) =x0 and lim, _ ~ Ilx(t)ll = 0. 
Proof First let us show that if x( . ) is a bounded solution of (1 ), then it 
can be written as 
x(t)=@(t)Px(O)+j U(t,s)f(s)ds (3) 
Rc 
for some f ( . ) E St, ., .rc. )). Since 
x(t) E: x(0) + j; A(s)x(s) ds + J; F(s, x(s)) ds, 
from the definition fthe Aumann integral we know that there exists 
f(.)e-(.,,(.)) St.
x(t)=x(O)+ j’ A(s)x(s) ds+{; f(s) ds 
0 
and so (3) follows easily. 
From Theorem 4.1 of Massera and Schaffer [S] we know that there xist 
L > 0 s.t. every bounded solution z( .) of (2) satisfies 
Il4t)ll d Lllz(O)ll. 
Let X~E X0 s-t. (IxoI( d l/L). [r-M. I/ IG( II r] and II GI (I, < r. Let 
W= B,(O) E C,(R+) and R: W+ 2c”(“-)((a} isthe multifunction 
R(x)(t) = Q’(t) xo + j- Wt, sV’(s, x(s)) ds, tER+. 
R4 
It is easy to see that R( .) maps W into itself. Also note that 
(t, x) + d(z, F(t, x)) is measurable for all z E X and then so is 
t -+ d(z, F(t, x(t))). Hence F( ., x( .)) is measurable and clearly integrably 
bounded. So using Theorem 2.1 we get that Sb,., Y( .)) is w-compact in 
LW+ 1. 
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We claim that for all XE W, R(x) E Pf,.( W). So 
z,-+z in C,(R+) as n+ co. Then 
let (z~}~~, c R(x) s.t. 
z,(t) = Q(t) x0 + JR+ WC s).L(s ) ds, 
where f,(+G~.,,~.~~. But we just saw that Sk(., x(.JJ is w-compact in 
L!JlR +) and by the Eberlein-Smulian theorem is w-sequentially compact. 
Hence by passing to a subsequence if necessary, we may assume that 
f,( .) -b-Lx ~(.)ES,.,,~.,,. Then z,(t)-“~(t)x,+S,+U(t,s)f(s)ds and 
z,(t)+“z(t)forall tER+.Thereforez(t)=@(t)~~+~,+ U(t,s)f(s)dsand 
so z E R(x). Also the convexity of R(x) is obvious since S& ., X(. )) is convex. 
Thus R: W+ P,,(W). 
Next for any F’s W nonempty let 
cp( v = SUP cI( Ut)), 
lGR+ 
where F’(t) = {x(t): x( .) E V}. It is easy to check, using the corresponding 
properties of/3(. ), that cp( .) satisfies allthe requirements obe a measure of 
noncompactness (see Banas and Goebel [ 1, Definition 3.1.2, p.93). We will 
show that 
cp(N VI G b( U I< 1 
Let E > 0 be given. Then we can find b > 0 s.t. M J-p IG(s)/ ds < 42. Let 
T= [0, b]. Note that 1/l TV C,(T) and the latter is separable. So PIT is 
separable. Thus we can find {u~()>~~ 1 E C,(T) s.t. cl{o,( .)},, 1= PIT. 
Hence for all TV T, cl(u,(t)),,, = v(t) and so t + v(t) is measurable. Then 
for all x* E X*, 0(x*, F(t, v(t))) = supuem a(~*, F(t, u)) and since 
(t, u) + a(~*, F(t, u)) is measurable we get that t -+ r~(x*, F(t, v(t))) is 
measurable (see Castaing and Valadier [2, Lemma 111-39)). So from 
Theorem III-37 of Castaing and Valadier [2] t -+ cOnv F( t, v(t)) = H(t) is 
measurable. Let {M.)l,al be measurable functions s.t. H(t) = 
Cl{~nW)n,l. Then UC s)ff(s)= U(t, s){k(s)},,, = {Wt, ~)k(s)},~,. 
Clearly s+ { U(h 8) I,},, L is graph measurable and integrably bounded 
and so using Proposition 3.2 and Theorem 2.1 (see the remark following 
that theorem) we have 
cl .r T (U(t, s) h,(s), n z 1) ds 
= cl s CGiE{ U(t, s) h,(s), n 2 l} ds r 
= s U( t, s) H(s) ds. T 
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Then using Lemma 2.2 of Kisielewicz [6] we get that 
< T~{U(r,~)h,(s),n~l}ds 1 
d s II WGs)ll 4s)P(G)) ds. T 
So we have shown that 
B(R( V(t)) d j II WG s)ll W)B(f’(s)) ds
T 
Recall that (1 U(t, s)ll d M and j?( V(s)) 6 q( V) for all s E T. Also from the 
properties offl( .) we have that 
<2 U(t, s)F(s, V(s)) ds 
<2M 
s 
cc IG(s)( <E. 
b 
Thus finally we have 
and so cp(R( V)) < /cp( V) with 1= Ml(kl( L< 1. 
Next we will show that R( .) has a closed graph. So let 
{(-L zn)> .31sGrRand(x,,z,)-r(x,z)in WxW.Then 
z,(~)=@Wx,+j Wr,s)f,,(s)ds Fu, 
with f,d.) SX.,,nc.,,~S& Since the latter is w-compact in L?J R +) 
(Theorem 2.1) we may assume that fn( .) + wvLxf( .) E SL. For all n 2 1, all 
x* E X*, and all A E Iw + Lebesgue measurable we have 
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3 I A (x*7 f(r)) dt
<ii?6 s a(x, F(t, x,(t))) dt A 
< s lim a(~*, F(r, x,(t))) dt. An-cc 
But x + 0(x*, F(t, x)) is u.s.c., so finally we can write that 
(x*, jAi(t)dt)=jA(x*,l(t))dt 
d s %Ly(r))(x* 1 dt A 
=0(x*> jAWAt))). 
Since this is true for all x* E X* and since jA F( t, x(t)) dt E P,&X) we get 
that 
j, f(t) dt E I, F(t, x(t)) dt 
for all A Lebesgue measurable. Invoking Proposition 3.1 we conclude that 
f(h%(.),x(.)). 
Now note that jR U( t, s) f,(s) ds -+ w srw+ U( t, s) f(s) ds. So finally we 
have z(t)=@(t)x,+f,+ U(t,s)f(s)ds withf(.)ES&.,,(.)). Therefore GrR 
is closed. Apply Theorem 1 of Himmelberg, Porter and Van Vleck [S] to 
get x E W s.t. x E R(x). Then for all t E R + 
x(t) = @(t)x, + I U(t, s) f(s) ds R+ 
with jj .) E S& .,,xC,jj. So x(.) is a bounded solution of (1) with Px(0) = x0 
(recall the argument in the beginning of the proof). Write 
x(r) = Q(t) Px(0) + j U(t, s)f(s) ds. 
W+ 
From Theorem 62.D of Massera and Schaffer [9] we know that for all 
tEDif+, Il@(t)PlI <N(0)e-U’*lim,,, (l@(t)PII =O. 
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Given c>O, let belW+ s.t. Jzvz Ilf(s)ll ds < 42M. Also let t,, E R + s.t. for 
t 3 to we have Il@(t)Pll < 42. [I lx(O)(l + jt II@l(~)f(~)Il ds] -I. Then for 
t 3 max(t,, b) we have 
+ Job II@)-‘(~)f(~)II dsl 
+ j-a II Ut, s)ll llf(~)ll ds < E 
b 
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